Enrollment Questions - All on one page (Active)

Question 1: (ID: 5646898)

Human Subjects Research

Please choose one learner group below based on your role and the type of human subjects activities you will conduct. You will be enrolled in the Basic Course for that group.

Online

Question 2: (ID: 5653914)

RMET05101 Research Methods in Healthcare

Are you a student needing to fulfill training for RMET05101 (Research Methods in Healthcare) or HLTE08101 (Applied Research Project A)? If so, make the proper selection below to be enrolled in this course.

Online

Question 3: (ID: 5646899)

Institutional/Signatory Officials & IRB Chair

Please make your selection below if you wish to be enrolled in the Institutional/Signatory Officials or IRB Chair courses.

Online

Question 4: (ID: 5646900)

Good Clinical Practice (GCP)

Please make the appropriate selection if you are required to complete the Good Clinical Practice (GCP) course.

Online

Question 5: (ID: 5646901)

Information Privacy Security
Please make the appropriate selection if you are required to complete the Information Privacy Security (IPS) course.

Online

**Question 6: (ID: 5646902)**

**Responsible Conduct of Research**

Please make your selection below to receive the courses in the Responsible Conduct of Research.

Online

**Question 7: (ID: 5646903)**

**Conflicts of Interest (COI)**

Would you like to take the Conflicts of Interest course?

Online

**Question 8: (ID: 5646904)**

**Laboratory Animal Research**

Do you conduct studies that use Lab animals?

1. If YES, then you must complete the Basic course and the appropriate species specific modules.
2. If you are an IACUC Member you should complete the "Essentials for IACUC Members".
3. Choose the appropriate species specific electives according to your research interests.

Online

**Question 9: (ID: 5646905)**

**Public Health Research**

Please make your selection below if you wish to be enrolled in the Public Health Research course.

Online
Question 10: (ID: 5646906)

Essentials of Research Administration

Would you like to enroll in the Essentials of Research Administration course?

Online

Question 11: (ID: 5646907)

IRB Administration

Please make your selection below if you wish to be enrolled in the IRB Administration course.

Online

Question 12: (ID: 5646908)

Research Study Design (RSD)

Please make the appropriate selection if you need the Research Study Design course.

Online

Question 13: (ID: 5655677)

Essentials of Statistical Analysis

Would you like to enroll in the Essentials of Statistical Analysis course?

Online

Question 14: (ID: 5655855)

Would you like to take the Preparing for Success in Scholarly Publishing course?

Online

Question 15: (ID: 5657139)

Would you like to take the Laser Safety course?

Online

Question 16: (ID: 5658445)
Would you like to take the Essentials of Grant Proposal Development course?

Online